During the transition period the Russian professional musical art also went through drastic stylistic changes. The Russian "znamennаia" monody and "linear" "strochnaia" polyphony with the boyars and start correcting the chant system according to the books, and for the future "the tsar must approve a single corrected version of the singing" (Moiseeva, 1958: 176 The urgency of the necessary reformations is proved by the sources of the 17 th century.
However, the higher authorities were reluctant to start the centralized reconsideration of chant texts. These were the conditions when the Russian society cried for the necessity of the reforms in the church-chant art. There was another essay whose author Evfrosin considered a wide range of problems in this field.
The first scholar, who published Evfrosin as the author of "The Tale", was V.М. Undolsky (Undolsky, 1846: 12) . Apparently, the researcher had the copy of this work with the name on it.
Also, there is the date of its creation: 7159(1651).
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Apparently, "The Tale" was written by Evfrosin in the second half of that year, as he did not touch upon the question of edinoglasie singing in the churches which was already being actively eradicated after the 1651 Council (February),
and there was no need to draw the authorities' attention to this problem. "The Tale" by Evfrosin was not separately studied and published in its complete form. On several occasions the fragments of Evfrosin's essay were re-issued from various copies (Rogov, 1973: 69-77) .
In "The Tale" Evfrosin reveals himself as a great supporter and expert of church-chant art.
As a well-educated man, he expresses profound knowledge of works by Apostles, the Fathers of church, and Councils of the local churches and refers to them widely. He also freely speculates on the questions of grammar and textual features of ancient Russian books.
In the beginning Evfrosin encourages singers to be attentive and sing in churches meaningfully and properly, i.e. he wants "singers and listeners to understand what is being sung", to avoid loud performance and decorative elements that make the meaning of the texts hard to understand. Yet, in practice "we, the singers,
do not understand what we are singing and also do not let those willing to understand do that.
The air is filled with cries and screams and such singing is of no use". Therefore, first of all, "it is important to pay attention to the meaning of what is sung, for all the false beauty and heresy come from negligence".
After that Evfrosin dwells upon the things that distort church chant.
The first one is razdelnorechie singing which resulted from distorting words for the good of the music: "We make the singing more beautiful and protect the neumatic signs, but we deprave holy lines breaking all the rules of the printed and hand-written old and new books". That is why
Evfrosin believes that this work is done by "Satan and his helpers" -bad teachers who "pretend wise and work not for the sake of God, but in their own interest, and, wanting to be famous, First of all, it was a low quality of education. that soon took place, named edinoglasie singing its first preoccupation and stated that the second directive was "to sing any chant in a real language as it should be printed and translated from old books" 8 (Belokurov, 1902: 48) . This decision made by the Council was of great importance and led to the authorities' first attempt to correct the chant system, uniting "good chanters and znamenny scribes".
So, now we can see that the early 1650-s had all the conditions for conducting a musical reform.
The society had worked out an influential concept defending the edinoglasie and istinnorechie church singing. Many masters took up chant book correction on their own. Higher church and secular authorities, finally, realized that for making church singing uniform in the scope of the whole country, it was required to gather the representatives of leading chant schools and centers to correct hymn-graphic texts, work out a uniform musical "guidebook", correct melodies and create a common "collection" of chants.
The reform of the Russian church chanting was successfully performed as a result of the work of the masters' commissions throughout the 50-70-ies. However, at that time the Russian musicians' attention was already turned to a new, European, art -the so-called "partesnaia" polyphony with its simpler theory and system of musical notation.
Therefore, not everything that was planned by the best masters of the outgoing art has come true. 
